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Abstract  
Nanomaterials (NMs) display many unique and useful physico-chemical properties. For this reason, 

since many years ago, Nanothechnology has become increase such as a new discipline in order to 

design and synthesize engineered nanomaterials (ENMs). Furthermore, the ENMs are being commonly 

used in a wide range of applications in the industrial, electrical, pharmaceutical and biomedical fields 

and are included in several consumer products such as cosmetics, food packaging, aerosols-like 

products, etc. Inhalation is one of the major routes of exposure to the ENPs and is considered to be the 

primary route by which humans get exposed to the air-borne ENPs. After inhalation, the ENPs are likely 

to get deposited in different regions of the respiratory tract depending on the particle size. Several kinds 

of sicknesses can be expected from exposure to ENPs, including asthma, bronchitis, lung and liver 

cancer and others (Gasser et al., 2012, Nemmar, Holme, Rosas, Schwarze, & Alfaro-moreno, 2013, 

Farcal et al., 2015). 

In the present study, the in vitro genotoxicity of two different air-borne ENMs (MWCNT and CeO2) was 

evaluated in two cellular models representing the lung as a target organ/system. The cells lines were 

BEAS-2B a transformed normal human bronchial epithelium and A549 a human lung carcinoma. Sub-

toxic concentrations from each NM were used to perform a Comet Assay of 24 hours treatment. In this 

case, the results lead us to the conclusion that there is no presence of genotoxic damage neither 

oxidative damage for both cell system and for both ENMs. 
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Figure 1. Oxidative damage and general damage assessed by the Comet Assay. Results regarding two 
cell lines, BEAS-2B and A549, and treated with two different air-borne ENPs, Multi-wall Carbon 
Nanotube (MWCNT) and Cerium dioxide (CeO2). As a positive control for the Genotoxic damage we 
used MMS, and for the Oxidative damage we used KBrO3.  


